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Again the Dow Jones Industrial Average methodically moved ahead this week posting a new record 
_<tlQ~irlg higQ.on..:r!)ur~<:Iay~()i_1804. H. an event that is_becoming §o~GomlIlonplace no story reporting thIS 
.. event was made on either therranf page of ihe'-lfe~ York~T[mes' or The:WaI1-Street -JournBi cuts morrt: ~- .- ~=

ing. Rather the investment community seems to be preoccupied with trying to measure the influence of 
buying and selling programs tied to arbitrage against stock index futures and options. Of additional 
interest today is the anticipation of the expiration date of options on individual stocks as well as options 
and futures on stock indexes. Past expiration dates have produced wide fluctuations in stock prices 
and volume. 

Within this framework some rather interesting upside price and volume action is being featured in 
the over-the-counter market. This can best be shown by placing these series m longer term perspec
tive. which we try to do in the chart below. The chart shows the monthly average price for the DJIA 
since October. 1973, the ratio of OTC volume to NYSE volume and the ratio of the NASDAQ OTC 
Industrial Index to the DJIA. 
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The first ratio, the monthly average of NYSE volume compared to the monthly average of the OTC 
volume is instructive. What is perhaps most interesting is the recent rise in the GTe volume relative 
to the NYSE volume. For March, through thIS week, OTC volume has amounted to approximately 84% of 
NYSE trading. If this level holds it will be the third highest monthly figure on record and is close to 
the peak level of June, 1983 when the ratio reached over 88%. This volume increase measured against 
the recent rise of the OTC Index suggests that the OTC market is again attracting investor interest. 

Currently selling at a low hlstorlCal valuation to the DJIA. the second ratio. OTC mdustrials di
vided by the Dow Industrials, is beginning to show signs of reversing the downtrend channel that has 
contained the ratio from the OTC mdustrial high in June 1983. As can be seen above the period from 
1973 to mid-1977, OTC performance was similar to that of the DJIA, with the NASDAQ Index trading at 
around 10% of the Dow. _ Beginning in 1977 a long-steady relative Improvement developed with 'short
interruptIOns in 1978 and 1980 and a flattening of the relative strength curve in 1981-1982. By June 
1983 the monthly average price for the NASDAQ Index had reached 32% of the comparable figure of the 
Dow. Over this ten year period the Dow increase was 48% while the OTC average rose 310%. Since the 
June 1983 absolute hIgh in the NASDAQ Index and the relative high in the OTC IDJIA ratio much of this 
gain has been given up. Currently the Dow is trading over 500 points above its November 1983 high 
while the NASDAQ Industrial Index approaches its June 1983 high of 408.40. Currently the OTC Index 
has declined to 21% of the Dow figure. It has not been this low since June 1980 and is lower than it 
was at the start of the bull market m August 1982. 

It is for these reasons, a further increase in the interest of OTe volume relahve to NYSE volume 
which we have quantified, coupled with a historically low valuatIOn relative to the DJIA. that it is still 
possible to suggest the speculative phase in the over-the-counter sector has not fully run its course. 
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